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Club members reach for the sky

Newmarket Model Flying Club chairman Ian Hatton and one of his aeroplanes.
Dan Barker
dan.barker@newmarketjournal.co.uk
Hanging above the fields of West
Row, a scale aeroplane neatly circuits
around a small airstrip. Gliding
down, the difficult to control craft
carefully touches down on the
runway.
It’s hard for novices, but it is
second nature for Ian Hatton, the
chairman of Newmarket Model
Flying Club, who has been a member
of the organisation since he was nine.
“I have always been interested in
aeroplanes,” said the 63-year-old. “I
was out on my bike and I saw a group
of people flying remote controlled
planes and I wanted to get involved,
so I did.”
Newmarket Model Flying Club,
which flies craft from a site in West
Row, the Rowley Mile, and in
Snailwell, has more than 60 members
who regularly take to the skies from
one its three sites.
They are some of the 36,000
enthusiasts who are part of the
British Model Flying Association,
with the group making up a fraction
of the hobby’s dedicated following.
Steve York, 62, has been a member
of the club for three years now and
started the hobby to fill his spare
time.

“I was looking for something to
immerse myself in and this is quite
interesting. Not only the the flying
side but the model construction, all
the problems with the programming
and setting up the aeroplane,” he
said.
The retired software and
electronics engineer has created the
control software for his planes,
which is hosted on a tiny computer
on board, which means it is his code
which makes sure when the throttle
stick is pushed up the electronic
propeller spins faster.
His collection ranges from easier
to fly beginner planes, to faster
planes which are more agile but
much more difficult to fly.
But it’s not just electronic planes
flown by members of the club, with
internal combustion craft taking to
the skies too.
Chris Stewart, a former
commercial pilot, designed and built
a scaled down version of a Tiger
Moth.
“It took me about 18 months to
design and build the first one and
apart from a few modifications it has
been going for 10 years now,” he
said.
The de Havilland Tiger Moth,
which was used by the RAF in the
1930s, has been scaled down from a
wing span of almost 30ft to just 88

inches, all while preserving the exact
details of the original.
But the group isn’t just for those
who already have a keen interest in
model flying, with club members
encouraging beginners to go along to
one of their sessions to have a go.
“Those people who don’t know how
to do it, come along and we will help
you,” said Ian.
With a skilled pilot from the club in
overall charge of a plane, a buddy
controller can be connected to let a
novice fly.
And, if all starts to go wrong and
the plane begins to plummet out of
the sky, the experienced flyer can let
go of the deadman’s switch on the
back of their remote and take over
again.
Not only does this make it far easier
than ever to learn, but helps avoid the
disappointment and expense of
crashing aeroplanes.
The number of people who are
flying has boomed in recent years
since sales quadcopter drones have
taken off, and now isn’t just limited to
a few thousand hobbyists who sink
hours into perfecting their skill.
Easier to fly, tens of thousands of
people have bought drones to take
aerial pictures and videos of
everything from large crowds to more
advanced copters which will
automatically track you down the ski

Paul Hart,
right, with
his Mustang
Ferocious
Frankie.

Journal reporter Dan Barker, left, learning the controls with Ian Hatton

slope. But since London Gatwick, one
of Europe’s busiest airports, was
ground to a halt because of drones
being
flown
near
the
runway, the
government

introduced
more
stringent
regulation for the popular gadgets.
Now, anything 250 grams or above
requires certification from the Civil
Aviation Authority – the CAA.
“It was terrible for us. We had
been doing it for years but something
had to happen to stop people going
and flying a drone in public or near
an airfield and now following the
law.
“Its a nuisance but it’s a necessary
nuisance,” he said, but he added,
“those people who need to know
how to do it can come along and
we will help you.”
He said the club could help
people who might have got a
drone for Christmas register
their new craft and work for the
CAA’s unmanned aircraft licence.
To learn more about the club,
go to newmarket-mfc.org/

Steve York has been a member of the club for about three years.

Chris Stewart with his scale replica of a Tiger Moth.

